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UPCOMING IMPORTANT DATES
FUTURE FOBBs WEEKENDS:

18 – 20 February 2022
20 – 22 May 2022
19 – 21 August 2022
18 – 20 November 2022!
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From the Chair…
FROM THE CHAIR, JANKEES…
Dear FoBBs,
We had a record breaking FOBBs weekend. When I applied for a grant to get FOBBs new tools after the 2019
fire, I never contemplated that the large number of tools we asked for would ever not be enough! This weekend
must have been a record: 43 people on the list and having a tool in your hands was quite an accomplishment.
Thank you to everyone who came to work, brought a dish and made it all happen. A special word of thanks to
Barbara for making sure all 43 of us had dinner! And thank you Marion and her helpers for conducting the
biggest raffle ever!
We had another record this weekend. Four generations of the Abraham family were present: Jan, her son John,
grandson Luke and great grandson Mason. A memorable milestone!

The four Balson boys Josh, Jack, Jai and Jet read out the Junior FOBBs pledge and received their FOBBs
badges.
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A perfectly sunny morning with rapidly rising temperatures and some welcome clouds in the afternoon to give
us that little bit of protection made for the best possible background to get lots of work done. Weren’t we lucky
FOBBs was not a week later, in the big wet that ended our 2021 spring? Let’s hope that the significant rain
gave our newly planted natives a good start.
Elsewhere in the newsletter you can read about everyone’s experiences during the weekend. It is wonderful to
realise that FOBBs, after 37 years, still is such a nice combination of doing great work while having a great time.
We have been successful in the Scenic Rim Council Grant Application! This means we are able to continue with
Kirby’s involvement in the bush rehabilitation work in 2022.
FOBBs received some very positive feedback at the shareholders meeting on November 21st. Shareholders are
very grateful for our participation in the recovery and efforts to support Binna Burra in general.
In 2020 a not-for-profit entity, The Binna Burra Foundation (BBF), was set up with the aim to support the
organisation into the future with activities and fundraising. The main focus of BBF is on Environmental,
Educational and Cultural themes that will be of value to Binna Burra. At the moment work is being done to get
the structure of BBF finalized and get approval for its charitable status. Once that is done, we will see projects
getting set up and FOBBs as a whole, or individual members will be able to support the activities. When you are
contemplating your good deeds for 2022, please keep BBF and FOBBs in mind!
For now, I wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy and Healthy 2022. I am looking forward to seeing you in
one of the next FOBBs weekends.
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Member Spotlight…
MARION

How long have you been a FoBB?
10 years

How would others describe you?
Light and fun

Why did you join FoBBs?
I started coming here to destress from my day job as a physio.

Best thing about Binna Burra?
It's the whole package: the air, trees, birds, animals.
There is an element you can only feel with healing properties.

JUNIOR FOBB – GRACE

How old are you and how long have you been a FoBB?
All my life, 9 years

Where are you from?
Brisbane

Best part about being a FoBB?
Being in the bush and clearing the tracks, and walking the tracks.
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Comments & photos from the
November Weekend…
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Fiona & Grace: We weeded, we shovelled
gravel- exhausted ourselves and celebrated
with a great meal at the Christmas Dinner.
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Alana: We stayed in
the top tent, helped
out with the tables
and chairs for the
Christmas Dinnerwas a good
weekend.
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Celia: What a day! We set off with Richard Groom,
Ian, Rhonda, Jenny and Gary to reclaim Possum
Track down to Bellbird Clearing. With lots of
raking, clipping and laughs we accomplished our
task for another year. Let’s hope lots of guests
enjoy this section of the forest.

Rod & Karen:
What a great
weekend, best
helps were Josh,
Jai, Jet, Jack,
Mason & Grace!
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Jan: This has been a
great weekend, meeting
new people. Great
encouragement for our
young helpers who did a
great job. I spent time
with Barbara trying to
arrange tables and chairs
for 45 people for dinner.

Margie
& Bill:
We
stayed
at the
Sky
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Ruth: Met Amy – New National Parks
Ranger and her request was to
prepare Hazel’s Memorial for a new
tree – pulled away grass and
prepared mulch!
Along the driveway – cleared around
trees and shrubs and re-mulched
with bark for the coming Summer
heat!
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